
INTERN YEAR
The Board Game

“You just have to do it once, 
good enough to pass, and not *!%# up…”

- Joey Cooper, MD
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WELCOME TO INTERN YEAR!

Over the next 90 minutes we invite you to take part in a unique learning experience.

Intern Year is an educational game designed to help participants explore the critical topic 

of physician wellness during training. By its nature, this includes challenging content. Our 

intent with a “game” is not to trivialize serious material — rather, we hope this format will 

enable participants to explore difficult topics in a safe and structured way and to brain-

storm potential solutions. We also hope that the lived experience of the game will create a 

fun and memorable learning experience about critical content. 

There’s no need to be competitive. Intern Year is designed as part of the new genre of co-

operative games – you win when all participants work together to defeat the game itself. 

And don’t worry about playing fast – you’ll get more out of this if you focus on the process 

rather than the outcome. The best part of the game should be the conversations that it in-

spires with your fellow players. Which is to say: if you’re having a strong thought or feeling 

or memory as the game moves along, please take the time to share it with your team.  

You’ll find that a lot of content will be presented across the game and it may feel like it’s 

flying by. Relax and enjoy the game — at the end, we’ll give you a link to access the full set 

of game resources. 

(Note: the standard version of the game consists of 6 rotations and is intended to be 

played in a single session. See details below for how to play an expanded version of the 

game that includes 12 rotations)
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GAME OBJECTIVE:
 
All players successfully complete intern year! 

GAME SET-UP: 

Prior to beginning, assemble the following game elements: 
-  Shuffle the 4 Hospital Event decks (IM, NF, Neuro, Psych) and 3 Compromised Status 

decks and place them on the board; 
-  Shuffle the Rotation Cards and place the stack face down alongside of the board; 
-  Select the correct number of colored brains (if playing with 6 players, use all colors; with 

5 or fewer players, omit Pink and choose other characters by chance);
-  Place the 4 starting Life Event cards face up on the left side of the game board (note: 

there are additional Life Event cards that will be added later in the game);
-  Place the End of Rotation cards face-up alongside the game board in the specified order.

WHEN YOU’RE READY TO BEGIN, CONTINUE READING ALOUD HERE:
 
1. Everyone pick a brain! 
2. Find the character card corresponding to your brain color. 
3.  Take a minute to familiarize yourself with your character card. Your character has 

three attributes that will be changing across the course of the game: physical health 
(PH), emotional health (EH), and clinical performance (CP). These scales range from 
-100 to +150 points. You cannot go above or below these values. Your starting value 
for each scale is marked with an arrow. Keep track of your points on each scale using 
the enclosed marker.   
Note: if your character falls below 0 on any scale they will move into a compro-
mised status – Severely Exhausted; Depressed; or Inadequate Performance. If this 
occurs, follow the instructions next to the arrows for how to navigate this transition. 
Additionally, at the end of each turn that a character is in a compromised status, that 
character will draw and resolve a card from the corresponding deck at the bottom of 
the board. If a character is experiencing multiple compromised statuses at once, they 
draw one card for each status per turn. 

4.  Please also note that each character has a unique strength and vulnerability. The 
strengths may allow your character (and the team) to have additional options to play 
during Life Events or to experience Hospital Events differently. The vulnerabilities will 
affect the impact that various Hospital Events will have on your character. Please take 
a minute to review as a group your characters’ strengths and vulnerabilities.
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TO BEGIN THE GAME:  

5.  Each character draws a rotation card and then places their brain into the hospital location 
corresponding to their first rotation. 

6. Each rotation consists of 2 weeks of game play. 
 a.  During the first week, all characters will draw and resolve 2 hospital events from their 

specified rotation, adjusting their scores on the three scales using the enclosed markers. 
(Remember to pay attention to cards that interact with your character’s vulnerability!)

 b.  During the weekend, characters who are on Psychiatry and Neurology will have the 
chance to play one Life Event from the set of options on the side of the board or a Life 
Event that is associated with one of their character’s strengths. Life Events can be played 
either individually or together and multiple players may play the same life event. Char-
acters on Internal Medicine work during the weekend: instead of playing a Life Event, 
they draw one additional Hospital Event. Characters on Night Float sleep in (i.e. they 
do not play either a Hospital Event or a Life Event). 

   For example, if the BLUE character is on psychiatry during the first weekend, that 
individual can use their Life Event to host a Yoga session: any other characters on 
Psychiatry and Neurology can use their own Life Event to participate and gain +30 PH 
and +10 EH; these characters can not play any other Life Events during that weekend. 

 c.  During the second week, all characters will draw and resolve 2 hospital events from 
their specified rotation. 

 d.  During the first rotation of the game we recommend that characters take turns reading 
their events out loud with the group. For subsequent rotations, we recommend that 
everyone independently resolve their Hospital Events and only share if/when they feel 
inspired to do so. 

 e.  Following the second week, characters move to the End of Rotation (EOR) experience. 
One player should read the EOR card to the group. The group should then complete 
the activities on the back page. Following completion of an activity, there may be a new 
element added to the game play. 

 f.  Following the EOR experience, shuffle discarded Hospital Event cards back into their 
respective decks and all characters proceed to the next rotation.

A note on game play: Hospital Events are not intended to reflect the everyday workflow of 
an intern. Rather, the game exists with a sense of compressed time and events are designed to 
capture some of the more salient events that may stand out from the ordinary. 

At this point, you should be ready to play. Additional instructions are available on the next 
page to guide you through any Special Circumstances that may occur (Involuntary Medical 
Leave, Administrative Leave, Special Status, or Suicide). 

At the end of the game, please return to this document to review additional information in 
the Game Notes section.
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SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES: 

1.  Involuntary Leave: 
 •  Involuntary medical leave: If a character’s score falls to -100 on the PH or EH 

scale,  they are placed on involuntary medical leave. This player will not receive 
credit for completing the rotation. 

    A player becomes eligible to return from involuntary medical leave at the start of 
the next rotation: if they do, they add +80 points to PH and EH and reset their 
Performance to 20 less than their original starting level. (For each subsequent 
leave, they reset their performance to 20 less than their most recent starting level). 

 •  Administrative leave: If a player’s score falls to -100 on the CP scale, they are 
placed on Administrative Leave. This player will not receive credit for completing 
the rotation. 

   The player will return from Administrative Leave at the start of the next rotation: 
when they do, reset their Performance to +10.

 •   If a player goes on involuntary medical or administrative leave, one of the other 
interns is required to play their hospital events in addition to their own (it need 
not be the same intern each turn).

If a player fails to complete three or more rotations, they do not advance to the PGY2 year.

2.  Voluntary Medical Leave: 
 •  If/when players advance in the game, they will gain the ability to go on Voluntary 

Medical Leave Status. If a player goes on leave, they do not receive credit for com-
pleting the rotation. The player returns from voluntary medical leave at the start 
of the next rotation. When they do, they adjust current PH and EH scores by +100 
and current CP by -10. 

3. Special Status
 •  If a player is involved in a major medical error or breach of professionalism (as in-

dicated by a Special Status designation on an event card), they receive a Warning; 
if a second event occurs, they will be placed on Probation; if a third event occurs, 
they will be dismissed from the program and will not advance to the PGY2 year.

4. Suicide
 a.  If a character completes suicide, the group should complete the suicide postven-

tion exercise that is included in the Additional Game Materials section.
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GAME NOTES: 

Congratulations on reaching the end of Intern Year! We hope that this has been a memo-
rable and thought-provoking experience for you. 

At this point, you may want to take a moment to review what is included in the Additional 
Game Resources. These materials include:
-  An additional four End of Rotation experiences. We believe these topics are integral 

to the discussion around physician wellness and depression but simply could not be fit 
within the Standard version of the game. (If you’re interested in playing the Expanded 
version of Intern Year, see instructions on the next page.)

-  Additionally, if your group did not experience a suicide, you may want to take the time 
to review the Suicide Postvention handout. The Washington Post editorial (tinyurl.com/
InternYear-757suicides) and the American Foundation for Suicide Prevention “After a 
Suicide” toolkit (tinyurl.com/InternYear-AFSP) are especially powerful. While painful, 
this is also a critical aspect of the conversation. 

If you don’t have time now— and/or if there was content that moved too quickly for you 
to keep up — all game resources are available at www.NNCIonline/InternYear. 
In particular, if you didn’t already see it as part of the Impostor Syndrome character 
vulnerability, you should definitely read: tinyurl.com/InternYear-Grace — it’s a beautiful, 
graphically rendered editorial on the experience of being a first year physician. 

Lastly, we would also appreciate if you would be willing to share feedback. We are very 
interested in hearing what this experience is like for participants, including to inform fu-
ture iterations of the game. At the same time, we are hoping to compile peoples’ responses 
from the open-ended discussion topics so that we can post them on-line with the rest of 
the game materials. We are fascinated to see the collective wisdom of large groups for how 
best to navigate these difficult topics. 

The survey can be found at: tinyurl.com/InternYear-Feedback 
(note: the survey is somewhat long but you do not need to answer all the questions — 
please just respond to whatever you like)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PLAYING THE EXPANDED VERSION OF INTERN YEAR: 

In creating Intern Year, we quickly realized that it would be impossible to cover all core 
content in 90 – 120 minutes. To this end, we decided to create an Expanded version with 
additional End of Rotation experiences designed to highlight other key concepts. 

Playing the Expanded version will likely take 3-4 hours total. We recommend that you 
either play it as part of a half-day retreat or, alternatively, that you play the game in one-
hour segments across several weeks. 

To play the Expanded Version, add the additional End of Rotation (EOR) experiences 
into the main set, with lettered EORs following the corresponding number – e.g. EOR 2a 
(What is Burnout?) will be played after EOR 2 (What is Resilience?). 

Characters can either play their rotation schedule twice in a row or, following the first 6 
months, all characters can shuffle and redraw their rotation schedules for the second half 
of the year. 

At the end of each rotation, advance the calendar by 1 month instead of by two months. 
The game will still end following EOR 6, Structural Factors. 

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES: 

Upon completion of this experience, individuals will:
- Be able to describe the prevalence of burnout and depression in interns; 
- Be able to describe key risk factors for developing burnout and depression; 
- Be able to describe core principles and strategies for resilience; 
-   Have access to comprehensive resources for learning about wellness, burnout, and  

depression and for developing new initiatives in their program.
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